Studland class– Summer term – 5 weeks

English:

Topic:

Our topic is:

Using our experiences from Science,
we will be writing instructions on ‘How
to plant a seed’. We will be focusing
on the layout of instructions and the
use of time adverbials.

In History, we will be looking at the
life of Queen Elizabeth II and her
immediate family so that we can:

Kings and Queens

plants

In Maths we will learn to:
•

Read the time (half past, quarter past)

•

Make links between multiplication and repeated addition

•

Complete multiplication and
division sentences using arrays

•

Describe position, direction
and movement (half a turn, quarter of a turn)

•

Recognise and use the inverse for
addition and subtraction

•

Identify and describe the properties of 3-D shapes, including the
number of edges, vertices and
faces

•

•

We will then be writing an explanation
text entitled ‘What do plants need to
grow?’. During this unit, we will look
at the use of subtitles and paragraphs.

Time adverbials

Our final writing piece will be a
diary entry, written as if we are
the Queen at her coronation in
1953.
We will remind ourselves of exclamation sentences and the use of suffixes ‘er’ and ‘est’ when using
comparative or superlative adjectives.
Example explanation text

Understand how the achievements of significant individuals have shaped society today.

•

Compare life today with that
of the past.

•

Understand why we are celebrating the Queen’s Jubilee
this year

In Art, we will be exploring artists such as David Hockney and Henry Matisse so that
we can learn how to:
•

Create self portraits using different techniques and drawing materials including: pencil, crayon and pastels.

In Computing, we will be going on a minibeast hunt to collect data on the number of minibeasts we find in the
school. We will then learn how to:
•

Upload data onto a pictogram using a computer

In Science we will be observing and growing plants so that
we can learn to:
• Identify and name a variety of common wild and
garden plants, including deciduous and evergreen
trees .

Combine amounts to make a particular value using money e.g. the
different coins we could use to
make 18p
Solve addition and subtraction missing number sentences
e.g. 4 + ? = 9

•

• Identify and describe the basic structure of a
variety of common flowering plants, including trees.
• Describe how seeds and bulbs grow into mature
plants.

Books:
We will be looking at the following key texts throughout our topic:

In Design Technology we will be exploring mechanisms to learn to:

How to get involved
Wednesday 27th April– walk in May’s Wood
Monday 9th May– walk to the allotments
Friday 27th May– Street party at school
How you can help your child at home
Listen to them read every day. Ask them what has happened in the text (using the question prompts
provided in the front of their reading records), encourage them to make predications and discuss character feelings. Also encourage them to identify the punctuation in the text (take a breath when they
see a full stop).
Please continue to support your child’s basic Maths skills by using a variety of practice methods: Times
Table Rockstars and Manga High (log ins in reading diary).
As we move towards the end of the year, your child will be keen to finish learning the statutory spellings for their year group. Children were assessed recently and all have updated lists to learn on
Spelling Shed. Please ensure they spend as much time as possible during the week working on these, until they have learned all the spellings from their year group list.
Continue to monitor their key skills document as they are reviewed and updated in school. If you feel
they need an element highlighted, please make a note of this in your child’s reading record.

• Describe how plants need water, light and a suitable temperature to grow and
stay healthy .

PHSE and Spiritual/Social/Moral/
Cultural aspects
The virtue we will be focusing on this
half term is forgiveness.

•

Use scissors to cut card, following straight and curved lines.

•

Make a moving picture using a slider.

Topic vocabulary

Maths vocabulary

royal

flower

slider

sides

crown

bulb

fastener

vertices

coronation

seed

slot

array

We will weave forgiveness into our
PSHE learning and everyday classroom learning.

Jubilee

stem

evaluate

half past

tradition

roots

cycle

quarter past

Each day we will continue to have
both a fitness break and a mindfulness session in which the children
will learn the importance of self regulation and relaxation.

wild

trunk

sprouting

edges

plant

leaves

pounds

evergreen

deciduous

pence

In PSHE we will be focusing on
Growing and changing.

